The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : When I was at school I injured my left hand playing,playing rugby- this,by the way is the second tale from childhood I promised earlier - the deputy head who was fond of his latin,issued me with an exiat,bearing the words "injured sinister hand".My hand and I got the weirdest looks when I showed the exiat to Skilsey Taylor and Chopper Hobden by PE teachers.It's really a raw deal if you're a lefty,you're cack-handed,you're sinister,whereas right is,right.You're dextrous by default,and yet right and left differences are every where in nature,in people in plants,in swans,in Flanders. 

(Piano accompanies:-) 
"Said the right handed honeysuckle. To the left handed bindweed. Oh let us get married. If our parents don't mind. We'd be loving and inseparable. Inextricably entwined. We'd live happily ever after. Said the honeysuckle to the bindweed." 

Quentin Cooper : I'm afraid it doesn't end happily for the Honeysuckle and the Bindweed.So why do we have these asymmetries,and why are we so asymmetrical in our attitudes to left and right.The answers,unlike those two plants,are all intertwined,but with me to unravel them is Chris McManus,Professor of Psychology at University College London,and Developmental Biologist,Dr Jonathan Cooke,a senior research scientist with the Medical Research Council,who's been looking at why our right and left sides differ.Chris McManus,nature abhors a vacuum,does nature also abhor asymmetry? 

Chris McManus : I think nature likes asymmetry actually,it seems to pop up almost everywhere, and I think the real trouble is very often maintaining things exactly symmetric.If you try and make something symmetric,invariably some little error creeps in one on side or the other, and the thing ends up asymmetric. [Ref: I.Stewart {Symmetry Breaking};I Asimov "The Left hand of the Electron"] 

Quentin Cooper : But it's interesting,our image of nature,whether it's "Tiger,tiger burning bright",is of symmetry. 

Chris McManus : I think that's because our brain's very bad at seeing the asymmetry,most people's faces are asymmetric,and we only realise it when we look at them back to front,and we suddenly say "Oh gosh the left half of my face isn't the same as my right half of my face." 

Quentin Cooper : Yes I remember,Ken Campbell the very good theatre person [That about sums him up -LB],used to do a routine with a mirror,where he put it up to your nose,and you would see how the two different sides of your nose were actually very different,and he came up with a whole thesis about personality based on that.But in terms of really kind of large scale asymmetry you don't tens to see creatures which are,you know,if you like completely lop- sided,I mean the fiddler crab comes to mind,but that's just about all. 

Chris McManus : Oh no,no no,if you go to the fishmongers,then all those sole and plaice and so on,they're all highly asymmetric,they lie on one side,on the bottom of the sea and both eyes are looking up from one side of their body,they're massively asymmetric. [This is exactly the point I made on the forum,that such fish are not the same on both sides and one eye has migrated around to the other side,presumably because the fish hid itself on one side on the sea bed and the eye was useless on the sandy side,thus God or no God, evolution is a fact of life,since the fish show all the other organs in the correct place,and were obviously not designed with two eyes on one side of their head.The bones show hallmarks of the process of development and movement of the eye from one side to the other.Anyone choosing to accept an omnipotent deity,must thus accept that such a being has created a dynamic system to which Darwinian development poses no threat.It is no then an antithesis to belief in God,but it does suggest that creationism is ill-conceived and possibly even wrong - LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Okay that's fine. 

Chris McManus : There are loads of others like that as well. 

Quentin Cooper : But there are,okay,let's.....in the mammalian world then,but we most of us at least seem to gave that superficial symmetricality.There must be some reason for this. 

Chris McManus : There is,and if we imagine that one leg was very much longer than the other,how difficult it would be to walk in a straight line. [This rather reminds me of the "Right Answers" page at Xoom,where the reason given for magnetic bracelets not having health benefits is that a few pieces of paper stops the magnetic field from supporting the magnets own weight on a fridge door. I really wonder whether the reason both legs happen to be the same length is so they can walk in a straight line! It also reminds me of John Allen Paulos in innumeracy who recounts the Molière character and his sleep potion whose efficacy is based on its "dormitive virtue". I think perhaps legs the same length are a product of genetic programs rather than any distinct will to walk in straight lines,even if the consequence is to confer that ability.So whilst it obviously would be difficult to walk in a straight line with legs of differing lengths,I think it has little to do with why they are the same length.Perhaps the bilateral symmetry of many organisms is a pure consequence of the way DNA functions,and it is just easier to make two similar halves,and the slight variations of either side are due to the reason Chris gave,that it is very difficult to maintain exact similarity.Many of the mathematical models produce similar symmetrical forms.The Mandelbrot set for instance,is symmetrical about the horizontal axis,but not the vertical,owing to the fact that i^2 =-1,which creates a right handed bias in the reflection about the vertical axis,this being a consequence of commutative arithmetic.In a similar fashion we are symmetrical (largely) around the vertical and not about the horizontal.It would surely be more efficient to have a sculpting algorithm that autonomously produced a second half by reflection,but as one can cut a single man out of folded newspaper and make a paper chain of "clones" ,carrying out the cutting procedure only once -LB] We're symmetric because we've got to move around in a world that's symmetric.But it's only on the outside,and as Jonathan's going to tell us in a minute,deep inside our bodies are very assymetric. 

Quentin Cooper : Jonathan,you going to tell us in a minute,you may as well tell us it now! 

Jonathan Cooke : (Sniggers) Yes erm we have this going back to the tiger,I mean in an overwhelming sense,the outside of our bodies,the muscular and skeletal part is very symmetrical and streamlined,and that's what an engineer would expect,and what evolution's produced for a very active predatory sort of life,which is probably the lifestyle that the group of animals,the vertebrates that we belong to,that was probably their evolutionary innovation, they were the first animals,or among the first kinds of animals that had this lifestyle. 

Quentin Cooper : Sort of sleek and streamlined and balanced? 

Jonathan Cooke : Yes,requiring streamlined,that's right.But when you come to our insides,most people don't take very much notice of it,it doesn't intrude on daily life very much,but it's very important for surgeons,that almost all our major body organs which,putting it crudely are one type or other of tube or pipe,which is transporting fluids round our body,or absorbing our food.They need to have a very large surface area to do all these things effectively,and to pump as you heart,and the tubes that make them,are packed inside that externally symmetric body in a highly asymmetrical way,so that particular organs and parts of organs are always to be found on one side or other of the body. [There are two lungs and two kidneys either side,one liver and one heart,the latter being over to the left.One might ask why nature chose the left rather than the right,and why right handers predominate.If I recall correctly the DNA double helix is a left handed spiral,and again one might ask why this is,given that a right handed one could theoretically exist.It might be postulated that given either option nature just plumps for one,but in fact many of these cases are due to the fundamental left-handedness of matter in the universe.(See I.Asimov "The Left Hand of the Electron")Having said that chiral molecules exist in mirror images of each other,and prior to this being understood,it was presumed that these compounds were chemically identical.In fact they can cause taste differences in citrus fruits or even cause such tragic effects as those created by Thalidomide (see http://www.geocities.com/omegaman_uk/symmetry.html) 

Quentin Cooper : I mean in the crudest terms,is that because it matters about that kind of balance,if we were like that on the outside,that would affect our ability to balance,but if we're like that on the inside,it doesn't really matter,it's all about efficiency rather than looking good. [If a God had created creatures,why would such a being be bothered about efficiency? It might have at liberty to go to town with the raw materials and tack on useless objects.Instead their is a minimising or "cost effectiveness" to organism design,even if there are seemingly wasteful parts or vestiges and leftovers.The overall strategy appears to be not to hang onto something that has surpassed its usefulness unless there is no actual detriment incurred by keeping something -LB] 

Jonathan Cooke : Yes I think it is about efficiency because if you again think about it in engineering terms,if most of these organs have got to become very long,and our particular kind of animal has such a high metabolic rate,that the longer they need to become the more there's an engineering problem that development will only go reliably right if they pack inside that space,and make correct use of the space,and this is the important point,in the same sort of way,in almost all instances of development,in all creatures of that particular species. [In fact,as Ian Stewart shows,such plants as the sunflower pack their seeds into the head according to a "Golden Angle" based on the Golden Ratio so enamoured of the Greeks. Relative pairs of Fibonacci numbers are behind such compacting and can be found throughout nature.In fact the microtubules-thought to be the arena for our actual consciousness- form a spiral lattice having a 5 + 8 Fibonacci pair spiral (see R.Penrose "Shadows of the Mind" p363) (see http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/natsums.html) Ref: Front4 {Fibonacci}; Edge6 {Chirality};Edge4.htm {Handedness};World6.htm {Beauty} -LB] And the only way of making sure that it nearly always goes right is to have some system of information,developmental information inside the embryo,which informs its tissues at an early stage,which tissues are going to build the right and which the left hand side of the body,and they make subtle growth differences,and differences of tensile forces,so that as the long tube shaped organs develop they all pack together in the same way. [So far from having a system for making one half and a copying process or reflecting mechanism,the developmental process has independent entities that like two digital watches (or more) grow apart over time due to an inaccuracy.One would have thought that if God was involved such inaccuracies could not happen.We,and nature are thus not perfect.The mere fact that the inaccurate copying of DNA via telomerase brings about our death suggests that inaccuracy and thus imperfection are a hallmark of nature.Thus if God is perfect,we cannot be made in his image as we are not perfect.If we are made in such an image,God is thus imperfect,and cannot be omnipotent.It makes much more sense to presume we are the product of a natural system with no creative artificer behind it.It's also worth noting that if there is no copying process saving labour by duplicating or mirroring what one half is doing,then this is not the most efficient system -LB] If...we do know,interestingly,that those very rare people who are comp....whose insides are complete dramatic mirror images of the normal way round.... 

Quentin Cooper : Oh this does happen? 

Jonathan Cooke : This does happen,and it happens only one in...it's not like one in ten people who have the other opposite handedness preference for use of their hands,but its only... 

Quentin Cooper : You can say it..."left handed",spit it out,it's not that bad! (laughter) 

Jonathan Cooke : Yes,not politically incorrect,but really only one in many thousands of people has..... probably more than one in ten thousand people has a complete mirror image structure inside.But that is not medically troublesome. [Apparently Dr Who has two hearts,I suspect from a nonlinear dynamics point of view that if two pumps were acting independently,then this might cause problems with blood flow.If they were acting in unison,it might be supposed they could only function in opposition rather like certain electronic amplifiers that separately amplify the top and bottom halves of a waveform.Such systems are subject to "crossover distortion",and I would imagine that in a more complex system that it might be given over to more problems than a single heart,even if two might confer the capability of surviving heart attacks or the failing of such a major organ. In the case of eyes and ears we know that they confer extra characteristics in the form of stereo and 3D or depth perception.I'm not sure that nasal cavities can be explained in the same way,and by comparison with taste,it seems that only one organ is required to discern the presence of chemicals,whether left or right handed molecules are present. I also wonder about aesthetics.In terms of ugliness,lack of symmetry seems to create ugliness even if some well known faces are recalled and thought virtuous by their dissimilar characteristics. It is known that the ear-brain system does not like monotony such as sirens or single tones.The brain needs stimulation and pattern.Neither does it like complete disorder,like a random noise signal.People's faces fall close to symmetrical but not so close to it that they appear uninteresting.It's interesting that often those praised as attractive often have symmetrical or near symmetrical features (See Focus2.htm) -LB] And the reason that we don't really know how many people...such people there are is because unless they happen to have cause to have a dissection done on them,or to be scanned in some way for where their heart is and so forth,it never shows up,but what is troublesome is the other kind of people who are also much rarer than left handed people,who have got some disharmony,whereby the normal combination of leftness and rightness of the organs inside them....has come adrift 

Quentin Cooper : Ah,so their heart is on the left,but the...guts 

Jonathan Cooke : ...but the guts are the other way round,or the stomach's the other way round,and this almost always,by adolescence or often long before,such people run into medical problems with their circulation and so forth,and what this really tells us is that the...in a subtle way,the pumping and the functions,the mechanical functions of the organs only go well if they're all coordinated in a normal way.Even though you wouldn't think that our guts and our...different parts of our guts and our hearts and our lungs,and our spleen have much to do with one another in functional terms,they really only work well,are lifelong,if they're all packed in, in the right way.

Quentin Cooper : Yeah so you almost have to have some some sort of overall design view,thinking about how all the little components all work together,there's no point having each thing evolving independently. [It is such intricacy of relationship and apparent "design" that is used to suppose a design-er. This undervalues the capabilities that nature has of its own volition to create such intricate structures -LB] 

Jonathan Cooke : Exactly,you've got to have design and you've got to have coordination, that's the important thing.If they were all flipping at once,which they do in rare instances,no problem. 

Quentin Cooper : So going back then,is it almost evolutionary blind luck if you can have evolutionary blind luck,that we ended up with the heart on the left and something else on the right,I mean it doesn't....it could have been the other way round? 

Jonathan Cooke : I think in mechanical terms,it could have come the other way round,but that does lead into the very interesting information,if we forget the actual anatomy for the moment,and think of the information in development of the embryo,which coordinates that anatomy,in order for it always to be coordinated,somehow,symmetry has to be broken in a particular way,and that's got to be genetically built in,and this must be....it was in historical reality a particular way round,in the line of organism that first went in for this streamlined outer body,with the massively asymmetrical inner body.So,it you know,does lead into this very interesting question of "What is the origin in an evolutionary way,and in a developmental way,of the information that gives the two sides of the embryo the clue?". 

Quentin Cooper : You mean,were we symmetrical creatures that suddenly...that evolved asymmetrical interiors because it packed better,or were asymmetrical and then we discovered that actually it was nice to have a nice symmetrical shell because that made us a bit sleeker and faster? [Speaking of shells,the direction of spiralling of shellfish is another place to look for the preoccupation with one direction or the other,I can't recall what the stats are or whether there is species dependence,but I do think there is a predominance of one direction over the other.If both clockwise and anticlockwise exist,perhaps there is a selection criterion based on the direction of the spiral! Or maybe one or the other types predominate merely through the happenstance of propagation of population -LB] 

Jonathan Cooke : That's exactly right.I mean there's a controversy,a quite friendly controversy but one that people get quite steamed up about at conferences in this area of developmental biology about which way round it is. [The controversy appears to be over whether symmetry became asymmetry or vice versa.Has no one checked why right or left is preferred and why? -LB] There are some clues.For instance...so what....the view that I'm just going to try and present some evidence for at the moment,is really saying that when you,as a zoologist,look at all the different obscure kinds of animals there are in the world,and they're much more obscure even than the fiddler crab,and the things you were referring to,and most of us don't sort of know what they are at all.Zoologists look at them,many more than... 

Quentin Cooper : That was a lovely mime you did there Jonathan,with your hand just snapping there! 

Jonathan Cooke : Right! (laughter) Many more than half of those kinds of animals actually develop rather like many of the molecules that Chris was alluding to right at the beginning of which the world's composed.But they have no axes of symmetry.If you decide that this little array of cells,which is dividing and budding off to form itself into an embryo has got a front and a back end,and it's obviously got a top and a bottom edge because one is lying down on the substrate and the other's upwards,then its two sides just don't look the same,it hasn't got symmetry,and there's a lot of evidence that although we are symmetrical in our outer lifestyle,the group of animals that gave rise to us,and from which we evolve were such a sort of animal,and really one of the best functional arguments for the way....that this is the historical way round things happened is because there are certain obscure kinds of creatures that are around in the sea.One of them's Amphioxus,it's a little kind of sliver of an animal,that looks like a very small flattened fish and it's got all the key features which show that it's a very close relative of ourselves,but it represents what was happening in evolution just before the vertebrates-ourselves,the bony animals,hit on this very energetic lifestyle,which means that their heart and their guts needed to expand into these long tubes that would have the packing problem. [In fact such packing problems go all the way down to the amino acids and proteins (see http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/loglimit.html#Protein).Thumbing through a book on sea creatures I was just struck by the 5 axis symmetry of starfish.In "Designs for an Alien World" the BBC had zoologists create a virtual environment and create creatures for it,one of which was a one footed creature which hopped around.Ian Stewart's work into locomotion suggests that there is an algorithm behind the motion of limbs,such as the waves seen in millipedes, whilst a hop might be seen as the action of one limb of a two limb system,I wonder how 5 as an odd prime number fits into a scheme for limbs? -LB] It hasn't got that in it's lifestyle,it's very sedentary,and it's hardly got a heart at all,and its gut is a simple straight tube.When you get down to developmental genetics,we...can find that nearly all the genes that we know about,that organise development have got their homologue or their equivalent in all the different creatures,including our relatives and including ourselves.We know now,that there's a very small interesting subset of those genes which are involved after the symmetry has been broken in the embryo of propagating the right and the left information differentially down the two sides of the body,and when you look back at this Amphioxus creature,although it's got no need for asymmetry,we look at the crucial genes,which we think are most deeply involved in setting up the asymmetrical left-right development in ourselves and our vertebrate relatives,and they are already asymmetrical,they're expressed first on one side of the body and not the other in that animal. 

Quentin Cooper : So this is almost like an architectural debate about whether function follows form,and form follows function,and it seems that you're arguing more that...let's get this the right way around,that form follows function. [This is indicated by the "our legs are the same length to walk in straight lines" comment.I don't agree I think we are able to walk in straight lines BECAUSE our legs are the same length,and our legs were not driven by will to walk so,but confer that property by default.I suspect though that it's a little of both,and that there's a feedback loop -LB] 

Jonathan Cooke : That the information was already there,that that there was an engineering need, to use this information to develop complicated asymmetrical packing of our organs,but we didn't have to invent it de novo,with that piece of evolution.The actual genetic tools for putting that together,seem to have been already there,or that's one argument. 

Quentin Cooper : So we have asymmetries and also our organs have asymmetries. Can you take....you can take this right down though to a cellular and a ...even a molecular level? 

Jonathan Cooke : Yes indeed,and you know,the simple...any molecule that's put together from several atoms,has the possibility of existing in two mirror image symmetrical forms,the historical reality happens to be in nature that for some of the classes of molecules that make up our body we settled down to using one of the particular kinds of two forms that could exist,and for other molecules we've settled down to using the other ones,these are called the sort of dextro- and levo- molecules,the two contrary kinds of shapes that can be,and probably the real mechan...when we really understand,which we don't yet,the mechanism of how our embryos achieve reliable symmetry all the time,ultimately most people who think about it,think that we've got to go right back,and that the preliminary clue is taken from some big molecule like a protein molecule that's made out of those asymmetrical building blocks,and itself has got this property of having no symmetry. 

Quentin Cooper : Chris,the universe is not even handed? 

Chris McManus : The universe is far from even handed,it's like life in general I guess. Quentin Cooper : And what about us,I mean your particular interest is in handedness in humans? 

Chris McManus : Right. 

Quentin Cooper : Could you also be an expert in handedness in...I don't know,do you get handedness in chimps [I suspect Quentin already knows the answer,because Chris appeared on Leading Edge telling Geoff Watts about his work (See Edge4.htm) -LB],in cats,in squid? 

Chris McManus : Yes and no,you....every individual cat,dog,rat,mouse,chimpanzee or whatever,is right or left handed in that you can test this with your cat very easily.You put a tin of cat food on the side with about half an inch [Arrrgh metric!!! -LB] left in the bottom,and the cat will put one paw in to try and scoop the food out and any individual cat is consistently right or left pawed for doing that.But half of them are right and half of them are left. 

Quentin Cooper : Aha! 

Chris McManus : Whereas in humans it's 90% of us are right handed,and 10% are left handed,and that's what's peculiar to humans,as far as we can tell. 

Quentin Cooper : Is that the same the world over with humans? 

Chris McManus : To a greater or lesser extent,it maybe 3%-4% and 12%-13% in other parts who are left handed,but roughly speaking yes. 

Quentin Cooper : And is this...? This is genetic? Chris McManus : I think so yes,the ....like anything in science.... 

Quentin Cooper : But it's still not certain this one? 

Chris McManus : It's not certain,because the only way you can prove something's genetic nowadays is to find the gene,and that's the only proof that biologists accept.But I think all of the circumstantial evidence points at their being a gene which makes some people...most people right handed,and a few people left handed.

Quentin Cooper : Okay,I can see the advantages of being right handed in a right handed world,but even before you've created that right handed world,what are the advantages? [Hilgard's Psychology claims that right handers on average have greater strength in their predominant arm -LB] 

Chris McManus : Oh we've created a physical world that's right handed,but I think there's also a sense in which there's an advantage in having a brain that's asymmetric.If you had both hemispheres,trying to do a single task,then they start to fight with one another.It's like two computers,one has to be the master,one the slave,otherwise the thing goes wrong,and we need one hemisphere which dominates and it just happens it's the left hemisphere that dominates,that's the one that controls the right hand side of our body,so that's why there's an advantage to being right handed in general,there's an advantage to specialising in general.But the question of why left handers exist,is extremely interesting,because if there weren't an additional advantage to being left handed,the left handers would have died out. 

Quentin Cooper : Okay. 

Chris McManus : And the fact that they haven't means that you guys must have an advantage as well,and that....so there's two separate advantages,one to being right handed,one to being left handed,and the two balance themselves out. 

Quentin Cooper : You haven't told me what my advantage is yet? 

Chris McManus : I don't know what it is! That's why. 

Quentin Cooper : Ah! 

Chris McManus : But it must be there. 

Quentin Cooper : And this is still being looked for then? Because I mean the favourite one amongst left handers is that somehow we're more creative,and we always cite the kind of Galileos and Da Vincis and forget about the Hitlers who were left handed. 

Chris McManus : Well that's right,everybody...people are very good at coming up with stories to explain why they're different from the rest of the world,and they're not necessarily true stories.We do not know.For every left hander who's very creative,for every Paul McCartney, who's a successful musician,there's another nine who are succesful right handed musicians.There's no real evidence that left handers are more creative.They just more creative at finding names of people who are creative! 

Quentin Cooper : Yes exactly,we need to do the research.But I mean we can find out more about this,or is this going to be something which remains a great scientific mystery? 

Chris McManus : Oh on the contrary I think once we do find that gene,and I think actually that's the key thing to...just as with Camphylobacter,finding the gene is unpacking it,once we find the gene for left handedness,the whole thing will open up. [It's silly genetic determinism like that that both undermines science and gives it an reduced reputation amongst non-scientists.I doubt very much that a propensity like handedness is at the whim of a single gene.Whilst it can't be outlawed,the presumption that finding a single gene will "open up" the mystery is like saying a single gene is behind intelligence or antisocial behaviour.Whilst the latter examples are more complex,and handedness appears to just be a simple selection of one over the other,the route to that choice could be extremely complicated -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Professor Chris McManus neatly tying together both items there and Dr Jonathan Cooke,thanks for putting everything to rights,and also to lefts,and just to show my natural bias,Mark Twain used to relate a tail of how the owner of a billiard parlour once challenged him to a game. "He remarked 'I'll be perfectly fair with you.I'll play you left handed'.I felt hurt,for he was cross- eyed,freckled,and had red hair,and I determined to teach him a lesson.He won first shot,ran out,took my half dollar,and all I got was the opportunity to chalk my cue.'If you play like that with your left hand' I said,'I'd like to see you play with your right'.'I can't',he said,'I'm left handed' " Dah,you probably saw it coming,but nevermind.Next week on the Material World,we move from left and right,to left backs and right wings,as we look at sport,and how it's increasingly a catalyst for scientific developments and discoveries. 



